
Shut It Down

And – then?  
Oh, my, now, don’t turn away.  
Don’t shift around, there, in your seat; don’t close your eyes.  
Sit up straight; keep watching.  
Watch as, across the country – one state, one city, one district at a time – we escalate our 

harassment of low-scoring, low-income, culturally-different schools.  Watch as, following the 
now nationally lauded recipe for educational chaos, we invade and “reform” over and over, never 
stopping or slowing our poignantly published concern about the now-more-than-a-decade-old 
production of those untenably “broken” scores.  

Watch as, in the name of our endlessly necessary invasions; in the name of continuing to 
put our nation’s children first?  We convert more and more of their test-score “unacceptable” 
schools into “innovation” buildings where traditional employee contract regulations (those 
irritatingly old-school regulations which had historically presumed a protective compensation for 
trivialities such as experience, longevity and the pursuit of a higher education) – well, watch as, 
in the name of a truly benevolent reformation?  

We take these expensive union-negotiated considerations off the bargaining table.  
Watch as, after the so many unnecessary protections for due process have been 

methodically eliminated, we continue to raise class sizes – telling the public that a good teacher?  
Oh, you know, one of our brand-new and much cheaper models; one of our miracle-inducing, 
short-term youngsters who, being both malleable and magical, could surely have no need for 
expendable frivolities such as experience, long-term commitment, passion or craft: 

Well, watch as we argue that one of our truly good teachers? 
Can effectively take on larger and larger class sizes.  
Watch as, once we’ve methodically quashed the banal protections negotiated by self-

serving unions, we eliminate time for a teacher planning; watch as we contend that our newer 
and better (shorter-term) employees will, in fact, be able to take on more classes.  Watch as we 
compel our latest inundation of non-contracted and greenly inexperienced educators to shoulder 
bigger and bigger workloads, even as, in days of an über-magical wonder?

We allow them less and less instructional time with their students.
Watch as, under the guise of an exceptionally caring accountability, we force an ever 

realigning supply of outsider curricula and technology mandates onto our publicly disparaged 
staff – despite their objections, despite their mounting claims that these compulsory academic 
and management dictates don’t match actual student needs.

Watch as, then, so very ingeniously?
We begin to micro-manage each and every detail of our employees’ lives, contriving in 

the process to crush both an educator creativity and discourage any of those  annoyingly resistant 
student-and-culture-protective instincts.

Watch as, methodically?
We eliminate, rather than retain, experienced teachers; watch as, in their place, we 

accumulate a work force made up of lowest-paid employees: cheaper, shorter-term employees 
who – now lacking contractual protections?  Can be forced to work longer days for an ever-
shrinking base pay.  Endlessly harassed and endlessly evaluated greenhorns who, overwhelmed, 
minimally supported, and now non-union-protected, can so easily be publicly blamed, fired, and 
replaced in our modern-day rotation of never-endingly solicited cut-rate recruits.*



Watch as, in the name of paying for test-score performance, we push the glories of “merit 
pay” even as we incrementally dismantle that old-school employee protective payroll system: a 
payroll system which had not only demanded an old-fashioned monetary value for hands-on 
experience, but had intentionally guarded a compensation for the pursuit of higher education and 
instructional mastery.

Watch as, then?
We continue to call out for more.  More, more, and then more, NCLB/R2T-mandated, 

governmentally- and/or philanthropically-subsidized reforms.  Watch as, each year, our 
benevolent concern first invades and then breaks up ever more traditional, community-serving, 
culture-and-voice-protective schools.  Watch as, along the way, we manufacture an always 
changing, always shifting number of small, limited-seat/limited-services, ever-more-exclusive, 
ever-more-private, ever-more-outsider-curriculum-controlled choice, charter and voucher 
schools.  

Watch as, then?
We sift, segregate, identify and move out: 
Any student and any teacher who is no longer welcome.
Go ahead; are you comfy there?  
Sit back, relax.  
Keep watching.  
Watch as our now nationally promoted fix-your-school-our-way approach to an 

educational funding (an approach not only popular with the government, now, but more and 
more predictably with Big Money “philanthropic” investors) continues on its steady path.  Watch 
as, systematically, one state, one city, one district at a time – our nationally promoted recipe for a 
deregulated educational chaos?

First invades, and then decisively shuts down, traditionally-integrated, all-student-
inclusive, local-neighborhood-accessible public schools.  

One by one.  
By one.  

*Thirteen years after the instigation of a national high-stakes testing, the number of teachers who can count upon 
union protections – and thus the actual implementation of state statute regulations – has fallen to less than fifty 
percent.  A percentage that, with the momentum attached to a well organized state-by-state public union busting, 
each year continues to fall.


